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Abstract: A new scheduling algorithm for input-queued cell
switches, referred to as shadow departure time algorithm
(SDTA), is introduced. Simulations demonstrate that the
SDTA's cell delay distribution is more desirable than those
of the GS-OCF and GS-LQF algorithms in terms of cell
overdue probability.
Introduction: The input-queued (IQ) switching architecture
is attractive for high speed switch implementation owing to
its scalability. The throughput of an IQ switch using the
longest queue rst (LQF) [1] algorithm and oldest cell rst
(OCF) [2] algorithm, can achieve 100% throughput under
all admissible independent trac. As the approximations
of LQF and OCF, GS-LQF algorithm and GS-OCF algorithm were introduced [3] using stable matching [4], and
thus have lower complexity than LQF and OCF which employ maximum weight matching. The disadvantage of LQF
(as well as GS-LQF) is that it can lead to starvation under
certain condition [2].
In this Letter, shadow departure time algorithm (SDTA),
which is starvation-free, is proposed in order to achieve better performance than GS-LQF and GS-OCF with the same
level of complexity.
The Shadow Departure Time Algorithm (SDTA): Consider
an N  N IQ cell switch, consisting of N inputs, N outputs, and a non-blocking switch fabric, with virtual output
queuing (VOQ) [2], in which multiple VOQs directed to different outputs are maintained at each input. Assume there
exists a shadow N  N FIFO output-queued (OQ) switch,
and the exactly same trac going to the IQ switch is fed
into the shadow switch concurrently. SDT (c), the Shadow
Departure Time of a cell c, is de ned as the time that the
cell departs the shadow switch. Since FIFOs are used both
in the VOQs of the IQ switch and the output queues of the
shadow switch, in the same VOQ the cell that arrives later
will have a larger SDT, and the head-of-line (HOL) cell will
have the smallest SDT among all the cells belonging to the
same VOQ.
Let Q denote the VOQ directed to output j at input
i. In order to apply SDTA, w (n), the weight of Q at
time slot n, is de ned as:
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in which c0ij (n) is the HOL cell of Q at time slot n. According to the above de nition, the cell that has a smaller
weight is more urgent to leave the switch.
SDTA searches for a stable matching [4] between inputs
and outputs by setting the preference list for every input
and output following the rule: input i prefers output j with
smaller w (n), and ties are broken randomly. Conversely,
;
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output j prefers input i with the smaller w (n), and ties
are also broken randomly. Stable matching [4] seeks to
match N inputs with N outputs so that there is no pair
consisting of an input and an output which prefer each other
to the \partners" with which they are currently matched.
It can be shown that the VOQ which has the smallest
weight will always be chosen to transmit the HOL cell.
If a HOL cell of a VOQ is not served in a time slot, its
weight will decrease by one, thus eventually becoming small
enough to be served. Hence, SDTA is a starvation-free algorithm.
Performance: In order to simulate the bursty nature of real
trac, on-o trac model was used in the simulations. The
on-o trac model assumes that the source has two states:
OFF and ON state. In the OFF state, the source does not
send any cells. In the ON state, the source sends data cells
at the peak cell rate (P). At each time slot, the source in the
OFF state changes to the ON state with a probability .
Similarly, the source in the ON state changes to the OFF
state with a probability . There is no correlation between
the two probabilities.
The performance of SDTA, GS-OCF and GS-LQF algorithms was simulated in an 1616 switch. 256 i:i:d: ows,
each belonging to a di erent input-output pair, were created in the simulations. Bursty trac was generated based
on the on-o trac model. was chosen to be 0:1 and
the peak cell rate was set to be the link capacity. Each
simulation lasted for 1 million time slots.
Fig. 1 shows the cumulative distributions of cells versus
cell delay using GS-OCF, GS-LQF and SDTA algorithms
under i:i:d: on-o trac with a trac load of 80%. The
curves approximate the cumulative density functions of cell
delay. The gure indicates that the cumulative distribution
of SDTA are always larger than that of GS-OCF, implying
that for a given delay bound more percentage of cells can be
transmitted within the delay bound using SDTA than using
GS-OCF. In other words, cells using SDTA have a lower
probability of overdue than those using GS-OCF. When cell
delay is large, the cells cumulative distributions of SDTA
and GS-OCF are almost identical, but that of GS-LQF is
smaller, implying that more cells experience much longer
latency than those using GS-OCF and SDTA.
Conclusions: A new algorithm, SDTA, which employs stable matching, thus having a lower complexity than algorithms which use maximum weight matching, has been
proposed to improve upon existing stable matching algorithms in terms of QoS features. It is proved that SDTA
is starvation-free. Simulations also show that SDTA has a
larger cumulative distribution of cell delay than GS-OCF
which implies that switches using SDTA have a lower probability of cell overdue than those using GS-OCF.
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Figure 1. Cumulative distributions of cells under
on-o trac with a load of 80%.
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